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Membership Inference
Does the example have high likelihood?
Yes -> Memorized
No -> Not Memorized

To extract training data:
1.
2.

Generate a lot of data
Predict membership

Act II:
Measurements

Why GPT-2?
1. State of The Art
2. Public Model
3. Public (private) data

600,000 outputs from the model
1,800 potentially memorized
604 actually memorized

Also in our paper:
6 x 3 different ways to extract training data

Model Size Over Time
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Act III:
Defenses?

Differential privacy saves the day!

- Me, two years ago

✗

Differential privacy saves the day!

- Me, two years ago

The two problems of DP-SGD

Problem 1: How do you define a record?

Problem 2: It's too slow and you lose accuracy.

... and that's the only defense
that actually works.

Act IV:
Conclusion

1. We need to better understand
memorization in neural networks.
2. And then we need to develop
defenses that prevent memorization.

